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be done slowly and carefully. This will vary 
depending on experience and fitness levels but 
about 5-10% build per week is typical. Your body 
needs to adapt to running further and to 
increase your endurance capabilities. Slower 
progression will help to avoid injuries, too. Most 
ultra runners will train five or six days a week 
mixing longer, slower runs with shorter, faster 
sessions. The weekends are usually for back-to-
back longer runs. If you normally run five to six 
miles in a longer session, you will be looking to 
run 10 to 12 miles – and increasingly more – for 
ultra training. Alternatively think about your 
training in hours. A longer run for an ultra 
newcomer might be two hours, rather than an 
hour. Add in an easier running day before the 
weekend of longer runs and a rest day after. 

Cross training is important for conditioning, 
so add in weekly strength workouts at the gym 
as well as yoga for flexibility and/or Pilates. 
Carol is guided by how comfortable she feels 
when running. She says: “If I don’t feel 
comfortable I slow down. I also take my time at 
the start of events rather than racing off fast. If I 
keep to a slower and steadier pace I tend to gain 
places in the later stages of the race when others 
become tired.” 

Ultra rUnning nUtrition
All endurance sports require careful nutrition 
planning because stressed and tired muscles 
require carbohydrates to continue working 
properly. The brain will also suffer without 
adequate energy and hydration. The key for 
ultra runners is finding foods they can consume 
while still being able to run.

William Sichel, an ultra runner from Orkney, 
has tested many foods and finds ice-cream is 
ideal because “it gives me the right amount of 
energy, it’s easy to consume and doesn’t upset 
my stomach”.

Other ultra runners will race only with gels 
and high-energy drinks. However, many ultra 
runners find they can stomach small quantities 
of “normal” food at frequent intervals, with 
savoury often favoured over sweet. During 
training, newcomers to ultra running should test 
what works for them, or what doesn’t work. 

“Runner’s trots” are common, as are stomach 
cramps, but by keeping snacks small, and 
running at a comfortable pace it is possible to 
maintain adequate levels of carbohydrates to 
fuel the muscles over very long races.

Marco also believes that a generally healthy 
diet is also important for ultra runners. He says: 
“I’ve found that when I increase the amount of 
fruit and vegetables I eat my recovery times 
decrease dramatically and I feel so much better. 
I don’t think that it is a coincidence that so 
many good ultra runners are vegetarian, 
although I haven’t gone that far. As much as 
possible I try to not eat processed food and I 
don’t tend to drink alcohol.”

What to Wear for Ultras
If you are a runner you will already have most of 
the kit for ultra running. Lightweight, long-
lasting and good quality are the keys to 
comfortable miles of running. Many ultra 
runners train off and on road so you’ll need 
different trainers to suit the terrain. Get your 
trainers fitted by an expert to ensure a good fit. 
You will wear out trainers faster because of the 
mileage so keep an eye on stores for sales. Look 
for seamless socks to prevent blisters, supportive 
running tights, shorts or skorts and high 
wicking and breathable tops. A windproof 
running gilet and/or a light waterproof jacket is 
vital on poor weather days, as is a running 
rucksack or hydration pack. You will need to 
carry spare clothes, such as a baselayer or 
waterproof jacket, gloves, food and water. 

Fiona russell is better known as 
Fiona Outdoors. She is a freelance 
journalist and blogger based in Scotland 
who likes to write about adventure, sports 

and fitness. Her sports passions are running, cycling, 
triathlon, skiing, bagging Munros and quirky events.
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for race info and 
more see: 
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Ultra Marathon 
Running 
Scottish Ultra 
Marathon Series

other ultras listed 
on: 
Trail Running 
Association
Scottish Running 
Guide

most ultra  
runners will train 
five or six days 
a week, mixing 
longer slower  
runs with shorter 
faster sessions

1mix it up: 
Marco says: “No 
matter what type 

of ultra race you have 
planned, road or trail, 
you will benefit from 
mixing it in training. 
Road training for 
miles can fatigue the 
muscles and stiffen 
the legs. Some 
sessions off-road will 
loosen things up.”

2try the 
terrain: If you 
are aiming for a 

hilly off-road ultra 
race you should train 
on similar ground. 

3don’t over 
do it: Running 
too far in 

training can be 
detrimental to 
performance. Marco 

reckons that any more 
than 35 miles in one 
go in training has a 
negative effect on his 
ability to recover. 

4deal with 
niggles: If 
something 

doesn’t feel right 
have a rest day or 
two. If it’s still not 
right, have a sports 

massage. Your body 
requires recovery as 
well as miles to build 
up to an ultra.

5learn From 
others: The 
ultra running 

community is friendly. 
Ask for advice and 
find online 
communities so you 
can train with others. 

When you run so 
many miles you might 
as well enjoy the 
social side of things.

6scenic gems: 
Running at  
a more 

comfortable pace  
and on trails will take 
you to amazing 
places with a smile  
on your face.

Training Tips the dos and don’ts for ultra running
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